
Consists of: DANA api MATIC 2000+
Turntable 0 100 cm
Side plates and jar storage space
Manual lidfitter
Lid dispenser

Filling capacity: 10g - ∞ g (honey)
Pump capacity: ca. 610 kg/hour
Amount of programs: 20 + programs
Power supply: 90-305VAC 50/60Hz
Power consumption: 959 W
Sound level:
Length:

Sound pressure level of the pump is <70 dB(A)
200cm

Item#: 110888A
Tarif Code: 8422 3000

Filling machines

Technical Data

Semi-automatic filling station 

Our filling station PRO is an easy end-to-end
solution consisting of our new and improved
DANA api MATIC 2000+ with turntable, manual
lidfitter and a lid dispender. It was developed to
allow for an ideal workflow in order to avoid
unnecessary steps and movements and to pro-
vide enough space for your packaging.

The novel design allows for the filling station
to be adapted to different glas heights con-
tinuously. It comes on lockable wheels, which 
makes it easy to move the station around and 
transport it.

With this station you will be able to fill up to 
400kg/880LB of honey per hour into containers 
starting from 10g/0,5oz. The filling precision is 
+/-1g.

The extra side surfaces makes it possible for a
big amount of glasses to be placed for filling
at the same time. This means that, as required,
one or two employees can easily and efficiently
carry out the entire filling and lidfitting process.
Additionally, the practical storage boards make
it possible to store the filled and empty glasses
directly at the station, making the filling process
even faster and easier.

This fillingstation comes with an integrated lid-
dispenser and lidfitter so you only need to label 
your product (We also offer labelling machines).
At the Apimondia trade fair in Ljubljana, the 
Swienty lidfitter was awarded a silver medal 
for its technical innovation. It is very easy to 
use. You take a filled glass, put the lid on. The 
handle is pressed down and the lid is screwed 
onto the glass. The torque can be set between 
0-10 nm.
The lid dispenser is placed close at hand to 
make the work process as convenient and ef-
ficient as possible.

Fillingstation ø100 PRO with DAM2000+
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